Methods and analysis: All c-RCTs of any design
that have a patient-relevant primary outcome and with a duration of at least 1 year will be included. The search will be performed in three electronic databases (MEDLINE, EMBASE and the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews (CDSR)). The screening process, data collection, quality assessment and statistical data analyses (if suitably similar and of adequate quality) will be performed in accordance with requirements of the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions. A feasibility project was carried out that was restricted to a search in MEDLINE and the CCTR for c-RCTs published in 1 of the 8 journals that are most relevant to general practice. The process from trial selection to data collection, assessment and results presentation was piloted. Of the 512 abstracts identified during the feasibility search, 21 studies examined complex interventions in a general practice setting. Extrapolating the preliminary search to include all relevant c-RCTs in three databases, about 5000 abstracts and 150 primary studies are expected to be identified in the main study. 14 studies included in the feasibility project (67%) did not show a positive effect on a primary patient-relevant end point.
Ethics and dissemination: Ethical approval is not being sought for this review. Findings will be disseminated via peer-reviewed journals that frequently publish articles on the results of c-RCTs and through presentations at international conferences.
INTRODUCTION
Primary care delivered at general practices is critical in any healthcare system, and its importance is increasing due to the rising prevalence of chronic diseases and multimorbidity in an ageing population. 1 At the same time, the need to control healthcare costs makes it particularly important that healthcare professionals use interventions with proven effectiveness.
Most studies conducted at general practices focus on the behaviour of patients and health professionals, or on organisational Strengths and limitations of this study ▪ Study selection, data extraction, and the assessment of risk of bias will be conducted by two authors independently. ▪ A comprehensive feasibility check was carried out for a systematic review and the results provided important information on how to design the study. ▪ It will be difficult to pool data because the target population is very variable and not limited to specific conditions or diseases. There is also likely to be considerable variation in patientrelevant primary outcomes. ▪ No search in trial registries to indicate possible publication bias is planned. change 2 and concentrate on interventions such as disease management programmes, vaccination programmes, and screenings. As such interventions are generally complex, cluster-randomised controlled trials (c-RCTs) are increasingly used to evaluate them. However, c-RCTs have certain methodological shortcomings, a common example of which is inadequate concealment of the treatment allocation. As a result, the CONSORT statement was updated and extended to c-RCTs in 2004 and 2010, and now includes specific advice on how to meet various quality standards. 3 4 In addition, the 2013 Ottawa Statement describes the ethical issues that should be considered when conducting c-RCTs and provides guidance and key recommendations for researchers and ethics committees. 5 The present manuscript describes the protocol of a methodological systematic review on the basis of a feasibility project. It has the primary objective of evaluating how frequently complex interventions are shown to be more, equally or less effective than routine care in c-RCTs that use a superior design. The secondary objective of the review is to discover whether the quality of a c-RCT determines the likelihood that the complex intervention will be proven to be effective.
METHODS

Criteria for inclusion in this review
Eligibility criteria All c-RCTs involving adults, adolescents, and children in a general practice setting will be included. The trials must investigate a complex intervention in accordance with the recommendations of the latest Medical Research Council (MRC) guidance: we have included all interventions that involve interacting components in the experimental group-such as treatment, changes in behaviour required by those delivering and/or receiving interventions, and/or changes in the number of organisational levels targeted by the intervention. 6 To avoid additional heterogeneity between studies arising from active comparators, the control group must have continued to receive treatment as usual (routine care). For inclusion in our review, trialists must either have explicitly defined primary outcome(s) as primary or main outcome(s), have used such outcome(s) in a power and sample size calculation, or have listed it (these) as the main outcome(s) in their trial's objectives. 7 In addition, the primary outcome(s) has (have) to be patient relevant, and detailed criteria for the assessment of the patient-relevant end points should have been determined in accordance with the Institute for Quality and Efficiency in Health Care (IQWiG) methods V.4.2, which give a concise and literature-based definition of what is meant by patient relevance. 8 In this connection, 'patient relevant' refers to how a patient feels, functions, or survives-that is, whether indicators of mortality, morbidity, health-related quality of life, hospitalisation and/ or treatment satisfaction are provided. If a study reports on more than one primary end point, only the patientrelevant end points will be included in this study. As we want to evaluate the long-term benefit of an intervention, only studies of at least 12 months' duration will be considered. Inclusion and exclusion criteria are shown in table 1.
Outcome measures 1. Summarising the evidence from c-RCTs to describe the distribution of estimates of treatment effect with respect to direction (in favour of the complex intervention or the routine care treatments), magnitude (size of the effect), and statistical significance (or CI). 2. Evaluating how frequently complex interventions in c-RCTs are more, equally or less effective than routine care. 3. Exploring the extent to which methodological (eg, power calculations and intra-cluster correlation coefficients (ICC)) and other factors (eg, ethical approval, sponsorship, run-in phase) explain differences in the distribution of c-RCTs that show results that either favour or disadvantage complex interventions.
Search methods
The search strategy was developed by the Institute of General Practice at Goethe University Frankfurt, Germany, in cooperation with the Centre for Research in Evidence-Based Practice at Bond University, Australia, and was broadly based on a validated approach developed by Taljaard et al. 9 Relevant papers will be identified by searching the Central Register of Controlled Trials (CCTR) (last issue), MEDLINE (from 1962 until recently) and EMBASE (from 1988 until recently) without any language restriction. The full search strategy for MEDLINE and CCTR appears in table 2 and will be adapted for EMBASE. The proposed end date for the literature search is September 2015.
The literature search for the feasibility project was carried out in the databases 'Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials' (EBM Reviews-CCTR) and 'MEDLINE' between 1946 and April 2014. Following recommendations by Eldridge et al, 10 the search strategy for the feasibility project was restricted to the journals publishing the highest numbers of articles related to general practice, namely the British Medical Journal, British Journal of General Practice, Family Practice, Preventive Medicine, Annals of Internal Medicine, Journal of General Internal Medicine and Paediatrics. The Canadian Medical Journal (CMJ) was also included because the initial inspection of a 10% sample of the unrestricted search results showed that this journal also contains a high number of c-RCTs in a general practice setting. For the full review, the search will not be restricted to articles published in 'general practice'-related journals.
To ensure literature saturation, we will scan references in methodological and relevant secondary literature that were identified in the three electronic databases and reference lists of the included studies and that were published after January 2010. We will also search the authors' personal files-literature collected during the conceptual development of our project idea-to make sure that all relevant material has been captured.
Expected primary studies
The initial search of the feasibility project identified 512 papers. Of these, 426 were excluded following abstract screening. The full texts of the remaining 86 studies were screened and 21 papers, or 4% of initial findings, ultimately fulfilled the inclusion criteria (see online supplementary file 1). When these results are extrapolated to take account of an unrestricted literature search that includes EMBASE as a third database as well as journals that do not focus on general practice, we expect to have about 5000 findings and 150 papers (3% of initial findings).
Expected authors' responses
Eighteen authors were contacted for further information on the intra-cluster correlation coefficients (ICCs) assumed in the sample size calculation and observed in the data used in their studies; three authors had already provided the necessary information in their publications. If no response was forthcoming, reminders were sent 4 weeks after the initial contact. Of the 18 authors we contacted, 4 forwarded the relevant information; thus, ICCs were available for about 22% of studies (see online supplementary file 2).
Selection of trials and data collection
The abstracts, titles and full texts will be independently screened by two reviewers. Data from each study will be assessed independently by the two authors and entered into data extraction templates. Disagreements will be resolved by a third reviewer and relevant missing information will be requested from the original authors of the study.
Quality assessment
The criteria listed were developed during the feasibility phase and based on the CONSORT statement-extension to cluster randomised trials; 4 the extraction sheets for RCTs used by IQWiG; 11 the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions; 12 and the systematic review of Froud et al. 13 The authors extracted all named criteria and then decided which to include in the assessment, based on their frequency and relevance to the research question. Additional criteria, such as number of participating practices and length of observation period for intervention and control groups, were included because these were considered to be important (cluster* adj2 randomi*).tw. 10 exp cluster analysis/ 11 (practice* adj5 random*).tw. 12 or/9-11 13 exp animals/ not humans.sh. 14 12 not 13 15 8 and 14 16 remove duplicates from 15 quality measures. Finally, the reported criteria were grouped thematically (general information, sample size calculation, randomisation and blinding process, analyses) (see online supplementary file 3) and piloted using the studies identified during the feasibility phase. The results of the preliminary assessment are presented in online supplementary file 3 which includes tables representing the final template for the upcoming full review. As additional information, we will extract from the discussion section of the included studies the authors' own interpretations and explanations as to why their studies did not show a positive effect.
Data analysis
Data will be summarised (or pooled) statistically where appropriate. We will perform the statistical analyses in accordance with the guidelines provided in the latest version of the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions. 12 In addition, descriptive plots and analyses will be performed to explore the distribution of effect sizes, and the frequency of complex interventions in c-RCTs being more, equally or less effective than routine care. Data analysis will be performed in Cochrane Review Manager 5.1.0. We will use either HR or OR to estimate the individual and overall effects of studies that are presented with a 95% CI. We will also calculate the heterogeneity statistics (χ 2 and I 2 ), and test the robustness of the results by repeating the analysis using different statistical models (fixed-effect and random effects model). When heterogeneity is found, we will attempt to determine the reasons for this by examining individual study and subgroup characteristics. Subgroup analyses are planned if sufficient RCTs can be identified, for example, on study fields, type of outcome, and type of practice. We will perform sensitivity analyses in order to explore the robustness of our results and visually inspect funnel plots for any indication of publication bias.
The intra-cluster correlation coefficient (ICC) gives a measure of the similarity of observations from the same class. It is usually defined as the proportion of variance accounted for by class variation and can be estimated by analysing variance methods.
14 To assess whether unrealistic assumptions regarding the ICC used in the sample size calculation may have resulted in trials failing to show the superiority of a complex intervention, we will compare the available ICC pairs used for the sample size calculation with the ICCs actually obtained from the data. Furthermore, descriptive statistics such as minimum, maximum and median absolute differences will be stated.
ETHICS AND DISSEMINATION
Ethics approval will not be required, since this is a protocol for a systematic review utilising published data. Results will provide information on the shortcomings of c-RCTs and help in the design of studies with complex interventions. Once completed, the results from this systematic review will be published in a peer-reviewed journal, and presented at international and national conferences.
DISCUSSION
During the course of the development of the final protocol, the feasibility project was extraordinarily useful for judging whether the planned systematic review would be feasible in terms of the numbers of trials expected, the definition of the inclusion and exclusion criteria, the development of data extraction forms, and results presentations. It also helped summarise the quality criteria that need to be collected to deal with the question of which methodological and other factors explain differences in c-RCTs to show results that either favour or disadvantage complex interventions. Using a selective search in journals relevant to general practice, a total of 21 studies examining complex interventions in a general practice setting were identified during the feasibility project. Fourteen of these did not demonstrate a positive effect on a primary patient-relevant end point. This corresponds to 67% of all studies, which considering that a complex intervention study usually requires considerable effort and monetary resources-as well as a large number of patients-is a striking number.
In order to describe and analyse the differences between studies with and without an intervention effect, we developed our own checklist which includes 18 quality aspects based on previously used criteria in other methodological papers. For example, the CONSORT Statement requires that both estimated and observed ICCs are reported, and it is interesting to note that several papers providing lists of ICCs that are relevant to general practice have been published and recommended for use in study design. 15 16 However, in our feasibility project we only found three studies [17] [18] [19] that quoted both ICC values, indicating that journals and reviewers do not attach enough importance to this issue and should request this information more rigorously. When the search is expanded to include three databases and with no restriction to general practice-related journals, we expect this methodological review to provide an answer to the research question. A minor limitation for this study that should be noted is that no search in trial registries is planned, and the existence of publication bias can, therefore, not be ruled out. We selected complex interventions as the vast majority of interventions at general practices are multifaceted. The term 'complex intervention' is thus a descriptive element of the study. In a subsequent substudy-based on samples of the included studies-we will appraise the complex interventions themselves in accordance with the recommendations of Möhler et al. 20 21 Diaz-Ordaz 22 published a review based on 73 c-RCTs conducted in residential facilities for older people. Less than 30% of the trials had accounted for clustering in their sample size calculations, and considerable differences existed between studies with and without an intervention effect. Another recently published systematic review by Ivers et al 23 -that dealt with more than 300 cluster-randomised trials published between 2000 and 2008-clearly showed that despite the publication of the CONSORT statement on the reporting and methodological quality of c-RCTs in 2004, 3 very few aspects had been adhered to and further effort was necessary to improve methodological quality. A Cochrane Review, which was not restricted to c-RCTs and was published by Turner in 2013, 24 demonstrated that in RCTs, the factors named in the CONSORT statement were more often fully reported when journals had actively encouraged its use.
Several further reviews published before 2005 show that even though there has been some methodological improvement in terms of appropriate sample size calculations and analyses, weaknesses are still present, especially with regard to blinding and allocation status. 2 10 25 In addition to these methodological reviews, the publication of the extended CONSORT statement 3 and the Ottawa Statement 5 also help researchers to avoid pitfalls and design c-RCTs properly.
To the best of our knowledge, our research questionwhich aims to evaluate whether, and if so under what circumstances, it is sensible to assess the efficacy of a proposed intervention by conducting a c-RCT in a general practice setting-is novel. Our feasibility project has enabled us to obtain a valid estimate of the proportion of studies that are effective, and this provides the basis for a project that has been approved by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research, and registered with Prospero (CRD42014009234). By performing a full literature search and exploring the extent to which methodological (eg, power calculation, intra-cluster correlation, handling of missing data 25 ) and other factors (such as baseline risk and severity of diseases which influence the effect size, 26 ethical approval and sponsorship) explain differences in the reported effectiveness of c-RCTs, the main project aims to further underscore possible shortcomings, and provide further information and help in the design of studies of complex interventions.
